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MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 2, 2018 TARS MEETING
Compiled and Submitted by: Tom Brooks (K4TB) – TARS Secretary
Call to Order: President Phil (Chief) Fusilier (KA5USN) at 7:00 PM
Guests/Visitors: Clay Roberts (KN4JKU), Cecil Porter (KM4HRU)
Program: There was no program.
Business Committees:
Treasury Report: Treasurer Gerry Gross (WA6POZ) said the balance hasn’t changed from the report in the Printed Circuit.
Currently there is $2,308.21 in Savings, $5,098.88 in Checking, for a total balance of $7,407.09.
Minutes: Tom Brooks (K4TB): Approved as published in the July 2018 Printed Circuit.
Repeaters: See New Business.
Testing: Alan Terrell (N4KGT) said the next testing session would be 7 PM August 7th at the American Red Cross building.
Old Business:
New Hams Seminars, Radios for Veterans, Challenger Learning Center committees: No new reports.
Certificates of Appreciation for Field Day Sponsors: Chief said he had presented all the sponsors with their certificates.
New Business:
Holiday Dinner: Chief said Vice President David Miner (W4SKZ) will be coordinating the dinner.
Repeaters: Roger Madden (AJ4GF) reported for Repeater Trustee Randy Pierce (AA4UU), who is on vacation until August
10th, that the .03 repeater would not be working for a while, so the .91 repeater would be the main repeater for now. Roger
said .03 had a hole in the coax, probably from lightning, and a crew was sent up to check the antenna. They cut off the
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damaged coax and installed a new antenna on the tower at a point 100’ lower than before (at about 600’ AGL). However, the
coax on the tower is still full of water so it can’t be used. Robert said a new transmission line is needed and, per Randy, there
is a spool of several thousand feet available to the club through donation but it is in Miami and must be transported north.
There was some discussion on the costs for transporting the coax and Randy had said we can store the surplus at a DOT
warehouse in Lake City for no charge, since the club has no sufficient storage site available. Norm (K4GFD) said new coax
is about $5/ft and Tom said after using some surplus coax for repair we will still have several thousand feet left over for
future needs, so the cost for the surplus coax being offered makes it a “win-win”. Tom pointed out that there could be some
additional cost for cable hanger clamps and cable grounding kits to install the replacement cable, and there would be a tower
climb cost. Chief asked if someone had a pickup truck and ¾ ton or better trailer who would be willing to drive to Miami to
pick up the cable. There was some general discussion about how to accomplish the move of the cable. Chief said he just
wanted the club to know what is going on and what the expenses might be necessary to get the repeater working again.
Roger said he had spent $200 out of pocket to pay the tower crew to investigate the problem on .03 and relocate the antenna.
Chief asked for a motion to reimburse Roger, Bill Luke so moved, Jack Hanbury (KC4EMS) seconded, and the motion
passed.
Auction: Several club surplus laptop computers and some donated radios were auctioned and sold with revenue to the club.

Adjournment – The meeting was adjourned at approximately 8:00 PM.
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TARS Treasurer's Report
Submitted by Gerry Gross, WA6POZ Treasurer
Beginning Balances:
Checking Account:
Savings Account:
Total:

for period
19-Jul-18
$2,308.21
$5,098.88
$7,407.09

year-to-date
Jan 1, 2018
$ 2,847.53
$ 4,097.70
$ 6 ,945.23

Summary of Month's Activity:
Total Receipts:
Total Expenditures:

$ 145.10
$ 200.00

$ 2,045.77
$ 1,638.81

$
$ 27.00
$ 7.10
$
-

$ 1,200.00
$ 138.00
$ 95.59

Recipts Derived From:
Members Dues:
Fifty/Fifty
Donation
Veteran's Radio
Fund
Field Day Radio
Fund
Interest (Savings)
Total

$ 500.00
$ 111.00
$ 145.10

$ 111.00
$
1.18
$ 2,045.77

Expenditures:
American Red
Cross:
Budget Storage
Field Day
Precision Lock
Tower Maintenance
Shelving for
storage

$
$

-

$
$ 200.00
$

-

$
$
$
$
$

550.00
352.89
302.30
8.13
200.00

$

32.24
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Florida Dept of
State
Post Office Box:
Total:

$
$
$ 200.00

Transfer Checking -> Savings:

$ 61.25
$ 132.00
$ 1,638.81
$ (1,000.00)

Endding Balances - August 19, 2018:
Checking Account
Savings Account
Total

$2,253.31
$5,098.88
$7,352.19

$ 2,253.31
$ 5,098.88
$ 7,352.19
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From the President:
It is with deepest regrets that I announce the passing of TARS Member DON BARTNIK (W4DSW) in the dark hours of this
morning.
Has been an Amateur Radio Operator for many years, and is a past recipient of the Tars and Feathers Award, which is presented
annually to the TARS member who has done the most that year for TARS, and the Amateur Radio family in general.
He has been a regular attendee at our monthly meetings, a member of the Friday Lunch Bunch, and a kindhearted friend to
many of us in TARS and the Amateur Radio Community.
Although at different times, he and I served our Nation as a member of the United States Navy, and both served on "The
Screaming Chicken" - CVA-60, The USS Saratoga (also known as The Sucking 60 From Dixie). We shared "sea stories" of
Flight Ops, and the smells, sights, and sounds of life aboard the Sara, and how beautiful the sunrise and sunset could be from
her deck.
He is survived by a son and daughter, who were with him at the time of Don's passing at his home.
His son, Leo Bartnick has requested contact via text message to (503) 612-8325.
May his soul always have calm seas and a following wind.
73
Chief
KA5USN
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Ham Happenings
DX
From To Prefix Call, () is the IOTA designation
01-Sep ??? HI
HI/KG4ZXN
01-Sep ??? JD1/O
JN2AMD/JD1
01-Sep ??? T31 *by Rebel DX Group
01-Sep ??? VK0/M
VK0AI
01-Sep 01-Mar CE9 RI1ANL (AN-016)
01-Sep 15-Aug ZS ZS9YOTA
01-Sep 15-Sep 4W
4W6VA
01-Sep 18-Sep CU
CU8/NU6F
01-Sep 30-Sep G
GB6GW
01-Sep 30-Sep PA PF2018DOK
01-Sep 31-Dec 9X 9X0TA
01-Sep 31-Dec CE9 DP0GVN
01-Sep 31-Dec KG4 KG4WH
01-Sep 31-Jan S9
S92HP
01-Sep
01-Mar
CE9
RI1ANW
01-Sep
01-Sep
9M
9M61 stations
01-Sep
01-Sep
OH
OH1TD (EU-096)
01-Sep
03-Sep
CT8
CT8/W6PQL
01-Sep
10-Sep
TK
TK/DJ0TP
01-Sep
15-Dec
VE
VY0BRR (NA-047)
01-Sep
20-Oct
9A 9A6DR/p (EU-016)
12-Sep 01-Oct T32 T32AH
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14-Sep 15-Sep
EI DX Feilte
20-Sep 25-Sep JW JW/DJ2AX, JW/DL4APJ, JW/DL4APJ
29-Sep 30-Sep OE OE6YHOTA
DX source s - The Daily DX, 425 DX News, or DX Zone

Contesting
Stan Zawrotney, K4SBZ
Judging by the number of events, RadioSport – Amateur Radio contesting – is getting underway full swing this month. The
WA7BNM Contest Calendar lists 78 sponsored activities for
September worldwide, up from 62 in
August. Depending on your interest – phone, CW or digital – there is
some Amateur Radio competitive event or
contest scheduled for you. Each month, I will select the major
contests and possibly one or two other
interesting (in my humble opinion) contests and provide a quick
overview of them. I may also briefly
discuss some contest-related topic.
Compare Your Scores at 3830scores.com
Years ago, contesters would gather on 3.830 mHz after a contest to compare their scores and chat about the contest. It enabled
them to get an early idea of who may have won the contest, long before the logs were tallied. That friendly group chat was
replaced by a 3830 score reporting forms site on the internet which, in turn, was subsequently expanded and replaced by
3830scores.com.
Using 3830scores.com, contesters can see how their scores compare with the claimed scores of all the others who have posted
reports. The scores are tallied by entry category which each contest usually determines differently using such factors as mode,
single or multi transmitters, power and whether or not you used a DX cluster or other form of assistance. Although it is easy to
see who is probably the overall winner in each category, there is no breakdown by other scoring divisions that the contest might
have, such as country, states, ARRL section, etc.
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Historical summaries of past contests are also available for major contests back to 2002 and for all contests back to 2007. Over
the next several months, summaries of all contests back to 2002 will also become available. Line scores, band/mode
breakdowns and compilations of comments are easily accessible for any contest. It is sometimes interesting to read a
compilation of the comments that the hams have included with their logs.
You can easily search this score rumors database for all postings associated with any operator's call sign, assuming that the ham
has posted scores in the database. The results for the same call can be compared across multiple years or several calls can be
compared for the same year.
I need to emphasize that the scores in this database are the scores claimed by the contesters when they submitted their logs
(which is why it is called the score rumors database). Their actual scores most certainly changed after the contest officials
checked for errors. An error rate might run anywhere from two to ten percent. No logs are ever perfect, and the errors may have
been the fault of the other people on the contacts and not the ham submitting the log thereby resulting in a non-matching QSO.
September RadioSport Highlights
Although there is a lot of activity this month with QSO parties, regional and mode- or band-specific contests, the only major
contest this month is the CQ Worldwide DX Contest, RTTY (0000Z, Sep 29 to 2400Z, Sep 30). Held each year on the last full
weekend of September, this RTTY contest draws over 15,000 participants and over 3300 log submittals from around the world.
The object is to work as many CQ Zones worldwide as possible over the two-day weekend. The exchange is RST, CQ zone and
state.
The Russians accentuate RTTY this month too with the not quite as big, but almost as popular, Russian RTTY WW Contest
(0000Z-2359Z, Sep 1). The contest is sponsored by the Russian magazine, “Radio.” The exchange is RST and WAZ (CQ) zone.
Many will also rank the ARRL September VHF Contest (1800Z, Sep 8 to 0300Z, Sep 10) as a major contest. Because the
objective is for amateurs to work as many others in as many grids as possible using authorized frequencies above 50 mHz, the
contest should actually be called VHF/UHF. However most of the activity will be on 6 and 2 meters. All legal modes are
permitted. While CW and SSB have been most common, FM-Only, MSK441 and FT8 are gaining popularity. The exchange is
your Maidenhead grid.
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If the VHF contest wasn’t high enough for you, the ARRL 10 GHz and Up Contest (0600 local, Sep 15 to 2400 local, Sep 16)
is the following weekend. By “up” they mean that the top limit is light. In addition to contact points the bonus points calculated
using distance. Minimum distance is 1 kilometer. The exchange is your Maidenhead grid.
Phone contesters will need to point their beams in opposite directions for their two contests this month – the All Asian DX
Contest, Phone (0000Z, Sep 1 to 2400Z, Sep 2) and the WAE DX Contest, SSB (0000Z, Sep 8 to 2359Z, Sep 9). The All
Asian DX Contest, Phone combines your age with the signal report for the exchange; e.g., 59 25.
The Worked All Europe DX Contest (WAEDC) is one of the few leading non-American contests. It is claimed by many
leading contesters to be the most challenging contest of the year. Being a true-blue DX contest, only intercontinental QSOs
between DX and Europe are counted. Moreover, the unique feature of QTC-traffic adds much fun and another operating
challenge to the contest, while enabling contesters to increase their scores.
Finally, Parks on the Air (POTA) are a mixture of a contest and an event and have become quite popular.
Ohio State Parks on the Air (1400Z-2200Z, Sep 8) purpose is to promote public awareness of ham radio and Ohio’s beautiful
74-state park system. The exchange for non-Ohio stations is callsign and state.
State QSO Parties
There are 9 State QSO Parties for September. They include:
Colorado QSO Party
1300Z, Sep 1 to 0400Z, Sep 2
Alabama QSO Party
1500Z, Sep 1 to 0300Z, Sep 2
Tennessee QSO Party
1800Z, Sep 2 to 0300Z, Sep 3
Iowa QSO Party
1400Z, Sep 15 to 0200Z, Sep 16
New Hampshire QSO Party
1600Z, Sep 15 to 0400Z, Sep 16 and
1600Z-2200Z, Sep 16
Washington State Salmon Run 1600Z, Sep 15 to 0400Z, Sep 16 and
1600Z-2200Z, Sep 16
New Jersey QSO Party
1600Z, Sep 15 to 0359Z, Sep 16 and
1400Z-2000Z, Sep 16
Maine QSO Party
1200Z, Sep 22 to 1200Z, Sep 23
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Texas QSO Party

1400Z, Sep 29 to 0200Z, Sep 30 and
1400Z-2000Z, Sep 30

One of my favorites of this group is the Washington State Salmon Run. A package of smoked salmon will be awarded to the
highest scoring entry in each US Call District (Ø through 9).
The exchange for most state QSO parties is RST and your state, although a few ask for a serial number. Please check the rules.
You do not need to give YOUR county (except in the Florida QSO Party).
Summary
These are just a few of the major contests this month. There are a dozen or more others each weekend including most modes
and bands ranging from 160 meters up to the GHz (and light). You are sure to find something that suits your interests. Everyone
has a first contest. Now is the time for yours.
Before participating in any of these contests or events, please familiarize yourself with the frequencies, exchanges, rules, etc.
associated with the event. The WA7BNM Contest Calendar (http://www.contestcalendar.com//index.html) can provide most of
the information, as well as a link to the contest’s home page, which will give you a “flavor” for the contest and let you know
about any special prizes like a bottle of wine or a weekend stay at a beach.
RadioSport is a diverse and somewhat complex subject area. If you have any questions or any suggestions or comments about
this column, please address them directly to Stan Zawrotny, K4SBZ, at K4SBZ.Stan@gmail.com.
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The Phoenix Rising. The Fall and Resurrection of the 147.03 repeater.
Bad news for the 147.03 MHz repeater. Recently, the feedline to the repeater’s antenna took a direct lightning hit,
creating a hole in the cable about 100 feet below the antenna. Water soon entered. Ever watchful, Randy, AG4UU, took the
radio off the air, and there it stayed for a couple of weeks. But, being undaunted, Randy dropped the antenna that 100 feet, and
last Sunday (August 19) it was back on the air for the Sunday evening ARES net. Signals were a bit weaker, and there was a
little static on some of them, but the acid test, whether Pat, K4NRD, could hit it, was easily passed. His signal was clear, and
even Junior, KC4VPJ, who lives in eastern Madison County, had a good signal into the repeater.
Unsatisfied, however, Randy has found about 1000 feet of 7/8 inch coax to replace the damaged wire. The problem is
that it is in Miami, and will need a truck to haul it up here. Another problem. Money to pay for it and the tower crew. So, be
prepared for a discussion of the 03 repeater at the September TARS meeting.
And, the bad news continues. The 442.100 MHz repeater is off the air for an unknown time, so if you want to use the
SAR net, you will have to use the State EOCs 440 repeater, which is connected to the net.
And the good news is that is the end of the bad news.

New Ham-Moving up
In the past months we have discussed connectors, coaxial cable, and antennas that you can use to get on the air. Let us
assume you have bought an HT to see what ham radio is about, and after being on the air a few times and making some contacts
you want to move up in the world. You want to keep your Bao Feng HT, but having a bit more power would be nice. So you
begin looking at the ads in QST and talk with other hams about a good mobile rig. By mobile, I mean these radios can be
installed in your car and they typically have about 50 watts of output power. Some are strictly two meter affairs while others
offer two meters and 70 centimeter(440 MHz) capability. The radio can also and is most often, however, used at home.
Scanning the ads one quickly finds that the price of the dual band radios can be in the$300-$400 range and higher. The
single band radios typically sell for $150 or more. You can, of course, see what is offered on ebay, and occasionally you can
get a good deal for what you are looking for, but you may have to wait and watch the ads.
Before buying any radio you should go to eham.com. That web site has, among other things, an equipment review
section. Virtually every radio, amplifier, power supply, test equipment, or what else has electrons in it, will have a review about
it. Most times there will many reviews of the radio you are interested in. Reviewers are hams who have bought the particular
radio, for example. They will give it a rating from one to five stars and then provide a description the rig and explain why they
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gave it the particular rating. Individually, the reviews may not sway you one way or the other, but when you read four, five, or
more you get a sense of whether the radio is worth spending money on or not.
Recently, I did this with one of those radios that is coming out of China. It was not of the Bao Feng HT genre. Instead, it
came from a company called “QYT” and was labelled a KT 8900. The eham.com reviews were generally positive, so I bought
one. What tilted me in favor of getting it was the price. $70. For that money, I got a dual band (2m/440) mobile radio with an
output power of 25 watts. I could tell it was from China because the User’s Manual title page was “Double Transceiver of the
Car.”
When the radio came in the mail, I opened up the box and took it out. The first impression I had of it was “cute.” I have
a Yaesu FT 8900, which is a good compact rig. The KT 8900, however, is about a third the size of the FT 8900, and can fit in
the palm of my hand. It has plenty of buttons, some of which are on top of the radio.
Another attraction was the power cord, which had a cigarette lighter connector, clearly suggesting it was a “transceiver of
the car.”
So, hooking up the power cord to 12 volts, I turned on the rig. The blue screen lit up, and after marveling at it for a few
minutes, I turned to the instruction manual with a bit of trepidation. Fortunately, it was generally well written and the
instructions regarding programming frequencies were clear and easy to follow. One caveat. The guidance on programming
frequencies into the memory is incomplete, and you need to watch a YouTube video by AF5DN to get the extra steps needed to
do that.
Another nice feature, the hand mike is large and has a keypad, so you can use it to program frequencies.
The radio is dual band, and it displays two frequencies, but it is not a dual band in the sense that you can hear both
channels at the same time. It is one or the other, but not both, which can be a problem if you want to simply monitor one
frequency while using another.
On air, the radio performs well, and with 25 watts it can hit all the local two meter and 440 repeaters. I have used it on
the Sunday evening ARES nets, and no one has complained about my audio. Likewise, the receive audio is crisp and easy to
understand. It claims to have a digital capability, but I did not try to use it.
So, for $70 (and the shipping was free), I got a decent rig that will easily fit in the glove box of my car (as well as the
palm of my hand), and which can readily be used as a “double Transceiver of the car.”
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KT 8900 and Yaesu 8900- A size Comparison
QYT KT 8900
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J Pole in the Attic
Due to homeowner’s restrictions and a spouse who doesn’t fully appreciate the beauty of a well-engineered antenna, Todd
(KN4FCC) had limited options for a VHF / UHF antenna. He started with magnetic mount Diamond Antenna SRH320A on the
floor of his shack and was able to reach all the VHF repeaters in Leon County. After some research, he purchased a copper JPole constructed by KB9VBR (see website at https://www.jpole-antenna.com/). This antenna was mounted in the attic attached
to a 4-foot piece of PVC pipe (see the photo) with 50 feet of RG-8U co-axial cable running from the antenna in the attic to the
radio shack. With this new J-Pole, he can pick up the weather broadcast from Sneads, FL (on 162.425 MHz) which is about 42
miles away. He has also been able to participate in the nets on Mondays with Jefferson County ARES (on 147.195 MHz in
Metcalf, GA about 20 miles away) and in Reno, Georgia (Grady County on 145.170 MHz, also about 20 miles away) with the
new antenna.
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ARES Happenings
We are going into the busiest part of the hurricane season, and fortunately we have not been very busy. Statistically,
September 11 is the peak of the season, and by the end of that month we have passed the serious part. Of course, storms can
come later, as Hurricane Kate did in November 1985. So, continue to monitor NHC.NOAA.gov website for what is going on
in the Carribean Sea and Atlantic Ocean. Keep yourself prepared with food and water, and check your radios, antennas, and
generators. If you have not sent your name, email address, and phone number to you county Emergency Coordinator, and want
to be informed of upcoming emergencies, please do so.
Third Sunday Tests
For the past several years, after the Sunday evening ARES net on the third Sunday of the month, we have had tests of
one sort or another to see how well prepared we are for “The big one.” We have had simplex tests, 80meter, 60 meters, and 40
meters tests, and others. Last Sunday, August 19, we had a “rubber ducky” test. How we can we hit repeaters using antennas
other than the ones we normally use? It was a good event. 14 local hams participated. Most used the rubber duck antenna on
their HTs (often a Bao Feng). Some had mag mount antennas on a cookie sheet or the top of a refrigerator. Most used only 5
watts, although Chuck, AI4KA, gets the award for hitting the rejuvenated 03 repeater with ½ watt. As a result of this short
test, we can confidently say that should our normal antennas (such as those in trees) become unavailable we should be able to
hit the 147.03 repeater with a makeshift piece of wire or the rubber duck that comes with the Bao Feng.
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TARS Officers
Philip “Chief” Fussilier
KA5USN
President
KA5USN
@hotmail.com

David Miner
W4SKG
Vice President
W4SKG
@ARRL.net

Tom Brooks
K4TB
Secretary
K4TB
@earthlink.net

Gerry Gross
WA6POZ
Treasurer
WA6POZ

Bob Clark
K9HVW
Board Member at large
K9HVW@ARRL.net

@ARRL.net

TARS COMMITTEES/COORDINATORS
Repeater Trustee: Randy Pierce AG4UU
Assistant: Doug Ferrell KD4MOJ
K4TLH Callsign Trustee: Dave Miner W4SKG
Equipment Manager: Steve Welsh AD4E
Education: Phil Ashler N4IPH
Testing Coordinator: Alan Terrell, N4KGT
IT: John Pantoja:KM4FAM
Newsletter: Dave Davis WA4WES
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TARS AREA REPEATERS LIST FM
Analog, as of April 2018
Verif
ied
onair
Apr 2018

Antenna
Location

County

State Call Sign

Emergency
Power

Output Freq

Encode

Notes

Height
(AGL)

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

K4TLH

Yes

147.030 +

94.8

Primary Area Repeater

750

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

K4TLH

Yes

146.910 –

94.8

Digital mode also

375

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

AE4S

Yes

146.655-

94.8

Digital mode also

550

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

N4PG

Yes

146.610 –

203.5

200

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

KA4EOC

Yes

147.285+

94.8

350
SARNET - Statewide links with:
Madison 444.3+ / 94.8;

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

K4TLH

Yes

442.100 +

94.8

Chattahoochee 444.975+/ 94.8;

600

Appalachicola 444.4+/ 94.8
EOC 443.50+/ 94.8

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

K4TLH

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

K4TLH

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

KJ4G

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

FL

ü

Tallahassee

Leon

ü

Tallahassee

ü

Greensboro

No

442.850 +

94.8

275

444.800+

DCS 023

Digital mode also

350

Yes

443.400 +

131.8

Digital mode also

575

AE4S

Yes

443.950 +

94.8

FL

KD4MOJ

Yes

444.000+

94.8

Leon

FL

N4NKV

Yes

444.400 +

131.8

Gadsden

FL K4GFD

147.390+

94.8

500
TMH hospital
CRMC hospital; Dig. mode also
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200
200
300

ü

Quincy

Gadsden

FL

W4EAF

Yes

147.165+

94.8

250

ü

Monticello

Jefferson

FL WX4JEF

No

145.430-

94.8

270

ü

Wacissa

Jefferson

FL

K4TLH

53.03-

94.8

350

ü

Crawfordville

Wakulla

FL

K4WAK

No

145.450-

94.8

300

ü

Crawfordville

Wakulla

FL

K4WAK

Yes

444.450+

94.8

ü
ü
ü

Quitman

Brooks

GA

WA4NKL

146.880-

141.3

Quitman

Brooks

GA

WA4NKL

444.600+

141.3

Reno

Grady

GA

KE4URL

145.170-

141.3

ü
ü
ü

Reno

Grady

GA

W4DXX

443.000+

100.0

Thomasville

Thomas

GA

W4UCJ

145.370-

141.3

Metcalf

Thomas

GA

W4UCJ

147.195+

141.3

Yes

Digital mode also

400

600

TARS AREA REPEATERS LIST
Digital Modes, as of April 2018
Verified Location Count Sta Call SignEmerge Output Encode
on-air Apr
y te
ncy
Freq
2018
Power
(FM = FM
verified,
digital
unknown)
FM

FM

Tallahas Leon FL
see
Tallahas Leon FL
see

AE4S Yes
K4TLH Yes

146.65 94.8
5146.91 94.8
0-

Digital Mode(s) Anten
na
Heigh
t
(AGL)
P-25

550

P-25

375
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FM

ü
ü
ü

FM

ü
ü
ü

Tallahas Leon FL
see
Tallahas Leon FL
see
Tallahas Leon FL
see
Tallahas Leon FL
see
Tallahas Leon FL
see
Tallahas Leon FL
see
Greensb Gads FL
oro den
Wacissa Jeffer FL
son
Tallahas Leon FL
see
Tallahas Leon FL
see
Crawfor Waku FL
dville lla
Tallahas Leon FL
see
Tallahas Leon FL
see

AE4S Yes

NF4DG Yes

443.950 94.8
+
146.835 DV
–
443.45 DV
+
1293 – DV

NF4DG Yes

1253

NX4DN Yes

443.137 TG-2
5
444.987 TG-2
5
443.025 TG-2

NF4DG Yes
NF4DG Yes

NX4DN No
NX4DN No
NX4DN
N4NKV Yes
K4WAK Yes
K4TLH No
K4TLH

DD

P-25

500

D-Star

180

D-Star

180

D-Star

180

D-Star

180

Digital Moble 180
Radio
Digital Moble 300
Radio
Digital Moble 500
Radio
444.175 94.8
NXDN World Wide
+
Network
444.400 131.8 NXDN World Wide 200
+
Network
145.450 94.8
Yaesu System 370
–
Fusion C4FM
442.850 94.8
Yaesu System 275
+
Fusion C4FM
444.800 DCS 023 Yaesu System 350
+
Fusion C4FM
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FM

Tallahas Leon FL
see

KJ4G Yes

443.400 131.8
+

Host of Echolink 180
Node #3950
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73,
Dave
WA4WES
Editor
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